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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What cabal caused the chaos of WW1, and who paid
for it to continue for two extra years for profit? This dark gathering belongs to no country, has no
compassion, no human kindness, and for centuries has been the source of slaving, the drug
markets, currency manipulation, eugenics, and the making of wars. Why were two sets of brothers
in WW1 organising submarine warfare from homes in America and Germany? Who blackmailed
Lloyd George and President Wilson from the arms trade? And how did countless millions in war
profit in WW1 find entrance to shadowy bankers pockets? How fits the activity of an ancient family
bank of Babylon and Rome, in its new form as St George s Fondo of 697AD in Venice, a bank that
ominously appears to survive into modern society and to have interest in World conflict even today?
Why were central, political agents of this family bank all defrocked priests, cavorting in the dark
using the Book of Revelation in their initiation ceremonies? What was going on that they should
secretly recruit Hitler as a Roman Catholic...
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This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo K uhlm a n-- Jo K uhlm a n

The book is great and fantastic. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. You can expect to like the way the article writer compose
this ebook.
-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler-- Mr . Ethel Schm eler
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